Swift FX Nano
™

Small in size, big on comfort

The Swift FX Nano nasal mask
combines the open, streamlined
design of nasal pillows that patients
love with the natural breathing
comfort of a nasal mask.

Swift™ FX Nano
Nasal MASK

ResMed.com/SwiftFXNanoVideos

*Combined responses of those expressing a preference in an independent patient survey in the USA, UK, Germany, France & Australia, from September 2012. Visit www.resmed.com/maskbrand.

Swift FX Nano
Patients, especially those new to CPAP therapy, often look for
the smallest, least intrusive mask system. The Swift FX Nano’s
built-in technology has enabled us to remove the rigid frames
and cumbersome forehead support traditionally found in nasal
masks without compromising performance. The result is a
nasal mask that offers the best of both worlds: a minimalist
design—similar to nasal pillows—that delivers reliable therapy
for increased comfort and compliance.

Swift FX Nano for Her
features a stylish headgear
and small cushion size
specifically for women

Ideal for patients
Designed to have instant patient appeal, the Swift FX Nano is also
easy to wear and clean, allows them to read, wear glasses or watch
television, and helps them sleep comfortably through the night.
Ideal for your business
The Swift FX Nano’s simple, compact design helps reduce patient
anxiety at setup so they’re more likely to stay compliant. And
because it’s incredibly easy to fit and maintain, you spend less
time troubleshooting and answering patient callbacks.

Quick fitting two-point headgear
with easy adjusting notches
on the top strap that a patient
can set once and forget
Optional soft wraps
provide added comfort
and an extra defense
against facial marks
Modified dual-wall cushion
with trampoline action provides
a stable, comfortable seal to
minimize mask leak
Ultra smooth ball-joint
elbow moves freely in virtually any angle
and direction for a stable seal, reduced
tube drag and greater sleeping freedom
Whisper-quiet venting
gently distributes air away from
patient and bed partner
Spring-flex tubing and dual swivel
reduce pull on the mask to accommodate
various sleeping positions

SoftEdge™ fabric backstrap
is soft and comfortable, with
quick setting fasteners
Improved size and name indicators
clearly identify size and correct
orientation of mask
“Lock and key” assembly
for easy attaching and
detaching of headgear
Cushion tabs
provide total flexibility to
compensate for additional
movement during sleep

Swift FX Nano and
Swift FX Nano for Her components

PRODUCT CODES
Complete System
Swift FX Nano Nasal Mask
Style

Part Number

Swift FX Nano (Standard)

62200

Standard cushion, Swift FX Nano headgear assembly, plus gray
backstrap, soft wraps and frame assembly

Swift FX Nano (Wide)

62251

Wide cushion, Swift FX Nano headgear assembly, plus gray
backstrap, soft wraps and frame assembly

Swift FX Nano for Her (Small)

62201

Small cushion, Swift FX Nano for Her headgear assembly,
plus pink backstrap, soft wraps and frame assembly

Reimbursement Codes
HCPCS		Code Descriptor

A7034	Mask interface (mask or cannula),
1 per 3 months
A7033	Pillow for use on nasal cannula
type interface (replacement),
2 pairs per month
A7035	Headgear used with positive airway
pressure device, 1 per 6 months

Headgear assembly
(headgear, backstrap and soft wraps)
62238 Gray
62248 Pink

Soft wraps
Cushions

61530 Gray (2)
61544 Pink (2)

62230 Standard
62281 Wide
62231 Small

Frame
system
(no headgear)

Frame assembly (Gray)
(short tube, elbow and swivel)
62236 (1 pack)

62220 Standard
62271 Wide
62221 Small

Swift™ FX Nano
Nasal MASK

Frame assembly (Pink)
(short tube, elbow and swivel)
62244 (1 pack)

For details, refer to the Swift FX Nano / Swift FX Nano for Her Nasal Mask User Guide

ResMed.com/SwiftFXNanoVideos

Fitting

Encourage your patients to join Wake Up to Sleep—
ResMed’s sleep apnea support community—
at WakeUpToSleep.com/Join.
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• Ensure bottom of cushion opening
aligns with the bottom of your nose,
then place the mask over your nose.
• Then pull headgear over your head so
it sits midway between ears and eyes.

• Adjust the top strap for positioning,
one notch at a time, until the mask
is comfortably over your nose.
Do not overtighten.

• The backstrap should sit just above
the ears at the back of the head.
• Adjust both fasteners on the fabric
backstrap at the same time.
• Ensure backstrap sits over your hair.

• Ensure mask is comfortably sealed.
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TIP: If cushion is putting pressure on the
bottom of nose, loosen top strap.

TIP: When adjusting for leak,
adjust backstrap

Optional Soft Wraps
• Wrap each of the soft wraps around
either side of the headgear, folding
the top fastener over the lower one.
• The soft wraps should be positioned
on your cheeks, with the fasteners
on the outside.

Note: For additional information, refer to
the Swift FX Nano Nasal Mask User Guide.
• Adjust the nasal cushion until it sits
comfortably on your nose.
• Connect the free end of the short
tube assembly to the air tubing of
your device, then turn it on.

• If air is leaking, check for leak and
adjust backstrap.
• Your mask is now ready to use.
TIP: For optimal performance,
wear tube down

Scan here to see fitting and care videos
www.resmed.com/SwiftFXNanoVideos
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Combine a Swift FX Nano mask with ResMed’s
S9 AutoSet™ therapy device for a comfortable,
quiet and lifestyle-friendly system.

ResMed.com/SwiftFXNanoVideos
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